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DELNET has just completed the second year of its establishment as a
registered society. Last year's achievements indicate that DELNET is
now poised for playing a major role in the creation, storage, dissemination
and exchange of information in India in the years to come. The credit for
this progress goes to several institutions including the India International
Centre that has made available a host of facilities through its Library.
National Information System for Science and Technology (NISSAT)
provided the grant for DELNET's projects and programmes, and for its
electronic mail facilities. National Informatics Centre (NIC) provided it
the complete hardware and software to become functional.
The roots of DELNET go back to January 1988 when it was initiated as
a project of the India International Centre. It was registered as a society
in June 1992. In its formative years DELNET began its operations with
the introduction of the Zero Phase to its phased programme. This was
outlined in its feasibility report which was commissioned by NISSAT and
prepared by-CMC Ltd.
According to the feasibility report the following programmes were to
be undertaken in the first three phases of DELNET:
Phase I
1. Introduction of computer culture in the libraries.
2. Setting up of the central host.
3. Creation of union catalogue.
4. Procurement of hardware and site preparation by individual
libraries.
5. Setting up of communication software.
6. Networking of central host and libraries for off-line query.
Phase II
1. Creation of local databases.
2. Conversion of off-line query to on-line query for the users of the
libraries who have machines set up and connected to the network.
3. Updation and maintenance of union catalogue.
Phase III
The automation of the libraries to be undertaken which would
include the software implementation and training of library personnel.
In order to establish DELNET on a sound footing
introduced the Zero Phase to the above three phases.
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In the Zero Phase and phase IDELNET made the following achievements:
Phases
Zero
Phase
Qanuary 1988 to
31st March 1993)

DELNET's Achievements
Three training programmes organised
in the use of CDS/ISIS software. About 55
library personnel trained.
2. One E-mail workshop and a workshop

in the use of X400 software and modems
organised.
Database creation:
Monographs:
4,81,850
Periodical Articles
69,800
Standards
2,60,000
Others
41,450
Total
8,53,100

Phase
I
(April 1993-)

4. 22 E-mail nodes established.
5. Rationalisation of foreign periodicals introduced. About Rs. 50 lakh saved through the
rationalisation programme.
6. Retro-conversion :
DELNET finalised rates by taking a NISSAT
project
1. Computer culture already intoduced in the
libraries in Zero Phase.
2. The central host already set up by NIC.
3. No software package with union catalogue
facilities for books available with NISSAT or
any agency.
DELNET is left with the following alternatives:
a) That NISSAT will provide a union catalogue
software for books; or
b) Expecting a package for this purpose from
NIC; or
c) Getting a special software prepared by a
commercial agency. DELNET thus made use
of LIBRIS prepared by Frontier Technologies Pvt. Ltd. This package with union
catalogue facilities for books was received
on 15 February 1994. DELNET began work
on the union catalogue soon.
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Phase II

Phase
Ill

4. Procurement of hardware by individual libraries was done in Zero Phase itself. New
libraries wishing to join DELNET are
obtaining hardware in consultation with
DELNET.
5. NIC is arranging to provide a communication
software to DELNET.
6. Off-line queries are being made by the
participating libraries. The work is being
stepped up as the union catalogue work has
already begun.
7. One training programme organised in the
use of CDS/ISIS and about 17 library personnel trained.
8. Database creation continues in full swing.
9. Membership :
17 members enrolled as
Institutional Members; and,
2 members enrolled as Associate
Institutional Members.
10. E-Mail: 8 more institutions added in 1993-94.
11. Rationalisation of foreign periodicals : Rs. 50
lakh saved in Phase 1 in 1993.
12. Retro-conversion : conversion rates finalised
with INSDOC and a retro-conversion job
was given to INSDOC worth Rs. 4.5 lakh.
1. Creation of local databases done in Zero Phase
itself.
2. Conversion of off-line query to on-line
query may be done in Phase I itself if
suitable software is available.
3. Updation and maintenance of union catalogue to be achieved in Phase I itself. However, this is an on-going process for a library
network.
1. Training of library personnel began with Zero
Phase itself. However, training of library
personnel is going to be an on-going process
as softwares change or regularly updated.
In this Phase we hope to achieve complete
interaction of DELNET activities vis-a-vis
other libraries including the linking of inhouse operations of participating libraries to
the DELNET central host.
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Database Promotion
DELNET has been vigarously pursuing the promotion of database
creation by the libraries in Delhi. During the last year the process of
creating records has gained momentum. The detailed breakup is given
in Appendix I. The following is the present status of the records:
Monographs
Periodical Articles
Standards
Others

6,66,200
1,97,300
3,61,000
1,83,186

Total

14,07,686

E-mail
In order to promote the culture of automation among libraries, help
in the exchange of professional information and promote the use of interlibrary loan, the use of E-mail has progressively increased. It is
heartening to note that in the Zero Phase, DELNET provided E-mail
facilities to 22 libraries in Delhi. It increased to 30 during the last year. A
detailed list is given in Appendix II.
The Department of Electronics (DOE) has come out with a revised
version of X-400 software. This software, with the support of NISSAT
is being provided to DELNET libraries. The following are some of its
special features:
- Mail can be sent internationally as it has access to ERNET
- This software can run in the background and the PC can be used
for other activities
- It has provision for usage statistics
- Folders can be created
DELNET is also going to provide NIC-MAIL facilities to the libraries
as soon as the details regarding its use are worked out. NIC-MAIL has
already been provided at DELNET host. As a result the libraries will not
,only be sending messages to libraries in India and outside India but will
also have access to NIC databases, that are growing day by day.
Rationalisation of Foreign Periodicals
The rationalisation programme for the acquisition of foreign
journals subscribed to by Delhi libraries was introduced in 1991.
DELNET divided the libraries interested in this programme according to
their subject specialisations. The following were the groups DELNET introduced during the Zero Phase.
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Sub-committees
1. Physical Sciences
2. Medical Sciences
Convener:
3. Agricultural Sciences
4. Social Sciences
Convener :
5. Humanities
6. University Libraries
Convener

Chairman
Mr. S M D h a w a n c '
Dr. R P Kumar, \S
Mr. B K Verma - ^
Mr. Chhote L a l ^
Dr. K G Tyagi i^""
Mr. B K Suri y
Dr. T A V Murthy *"
Prof. A P Srivastava *Mr. A R Sethi

It is heartening to note that during 1991-1993 DELNET saved nearly
one crore of rupees in foreign exchange by way of subscriptions to the
journals which would have been made by the libraries. DELNET has
found the exercise rewarding and continues to promote the programme.
However, we are trying to shift the focus from saving of money through
rationalisation to actual availability of the necessary journals to the users
through the rationalisation process. DELNET hopes to achieve better
results in the years to come in this regard as well.
Retro-Conversion
DELNET has been greatly concerned about the conversion of a large
number of old bibliographic records available in the libraries. It took
several steps to understand the problem and find ways and means to solve
it. DELNET undertook a project with the assistance of NISSAT using ten
different approaches in order to find out the amount that was actually
needed for the creation of a bibliographic record in machine readable
form. We also formulated the rates with INSDOC for this purpose. They
are given in Appendix III.
DELNET has already negotiated the complete transformation of the
Institute for Defence Studies & Analysis Library and the work is expected
to be completed by June 1994 by INSDOC. INSDOC is classifying and
cataloguing 23,000 books of IDSA and is likely to undertake the inputting
of 35,000 periodical articles under this arrangement. More libraries are
approaching DELNET for help. We are on the lookout of appropriate
bodies for undertaking retro-conversion jobs.
Creation of Union Catalogue
In order to develop the union catalogue of books it is very important
that we have a suitable software in addition to the necessary hardware for
this purpose.

Worksheet
The worksheet for union catalogue software package should follow
international standards for defining field names, field tags, etc. To do
so DELNET recommends the use of CCF to the member libraries. The
field length has to be defined carefully considering the future growth of
a database which will result in more data being entered into some of the
fields, for example, location code, subject code etc. Also, all the fields
need to be of variable length for optimal use of disk space.
Databases
Provision must be included in the software for creating several
databases of different types of documents, for example, reports, standards, thesis, dissertations, etc., besides the three primary databases of
books, periodicals and periodical articles. At the same time, the
software has to allow the entry of new documents or merging of
database
files and appending of location codes in each document.
Similarly at the time of searching through search modules or through
OPAC it should display all the available databases so as the user is able
to choose the one he is interested in. The user should also be able to shift
easily from one database to another to search for records.
Merging of records
DELNET needs a software that has the mechanism for duplicate
checking in a separate file for further verification. We should be able to
do so using atleast ISBN, title and author fields.
At present we plan to keep the union catalogue database at IIC. Access
will be given to the remote libraries through telecommunication network.
Thus the remote users will have search facility only through the OP AC.
Merging and entry of records will be done only at the central position. All
the locations for the document where it exists are to be displayed in each
of the search results.
Different practices have been adopted in the libraries for assigning
the classification numbers to the documents. At this stage DELNET is
going to use one Dewey class number in a union catalogue entry of books
for reference purposes only. A user who finds the book in the union
catalogue is expected to send the message through E-mail for inter-library
loan purposes and not depend on the class number, which is purely given
for cataloguing purposes.
In the union catalogue, standards need to be followed for defining
subject headings or descriptors for searching to be efficient and effective.
DELNET recommends the use of ' Library of Congress Subject Heading
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List' and specialised international thesauri for assigning descriptors to
the documents. As the union catalogue work has begun we hope to create
an authority list of descriptors that are peculiar to Indian situation.
Hardware
DELNET was able to launch its activities after it received the
hardware and related software from NIC. It had been facing operational
problems in the absence of the necessary hardware for the Central Host. It
was indeed gratifying that Dr.: N. Seshagiri, Director-General, National
Informatics Centre supported DELNET by providing the following hardware and software for its Central Host.
1. ISA-486 DX. 33MHz, CPU, 16 MB RAM, 128 KB Cache.
14" VGA Monitor, 1.2.MB FDD, 1.44 MB FDD,
405 MB SCSI-IL Hard Disk, 150 MB Cartridge Tape
Drive on separate SCSI Controller, 16 post
intelligent I/O Card, two Centronics Port, one
Serial Port (COM1 /COM2). 24 Pin 132 Col. 240 CPS
Dot Matrix Printer, 300 Watts Power Supply X.25
Card and Ethernet Card with accessories.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

VT100 Multilingual Dump Terminals 8 (Eight) Nos.
Arymeronous Modem pair
Procomm Software
Oracle Ver. 6.0 'RUN-TIME'
AT&T's Unix SVR 4
2 KVA UPS with 2 hours battery backup

DELNET is. likely to get the following hardware/software from NIC
during 1994-95:
1. CD-ROM Drive (Hitachi)
2. Additional SCSI-II 1.2 GB Hard Disk
DELNET also received hardware support from the British High
Commission to augment its central facilities. DELNET received the
following hardware from the British High Commission for which we are
very grateful and are sure that this gift will further improve DELNET
services:
1. 486DX-33, with 256 cache/8MB RAM/425 MB Hard Disk/
1.2 MB FDD/Monochrome monitor
2. 486SX with 120 MB Hard Disk/4 MB RAM/1.2 MB FDD/
Monochrome Monitor
3. 1 KVA UPS
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Special thanks are due to Mr. Kevin Spears and Mr. P Jayarajan. At
a special function Mr. H. N. H. Synnott, Deputy High Commissioner of
the British High Commission presented the hardware to Dr. S. Varadarajan the President of DELNET. We are indeed grateful to Mr. Synnott
for his support to DELNET programmes.
Members
During the last year formal membership of DELNET became operational and we had the privilege of enrolling some important libraries as
institutional members. They include all the libraries of Delhi University
Library System, Jawaharlal Nehru University, Indian Institute of Technology, National Physical Laboratory, and Indian Institute of Public Administration. The complete list of Institutional and Associate Institutional
Members is given in Appendix IV. We are sure that in the forthcoming
years DELNET membership will grow further as more libraries join
DELNET.
DELNET is also introducing services to outstation users during the
forthcoming years at a reasonable fee, so that they can avail of online
access to its databases.
Inter-Library Loan
DELNET activities are primarily devoted to the rationalisation of the
resources through inter-library loan among the member libraries. This
facility is increasingly becoming important as more libraries join DELNET.
In order to promote this facility we need effective document delivery
facilities. Initially, DELNET had introduced courier facility but it was
noticed that many libraries did not utilise this facility. In order to ascertain
the reasons for this, DELNET constituted a committee with Mr. Mohinder Singh, Librarian, IIT as its Chairman. The Committee made the
following recommendatioris:
1. It should be mandatory on the part of participating libraries to
keep ready the materials for despatch once a message is received on Email. Availability should be confirmed immediately.
2. The existing DELNET infrastructure (i.e. a PC, procom software
and a modem) would allow online access to NUCSSI database. The
committee proposed that free access should be allowed to libraries
participating in the DELNET project.
3. Counterpart of NUCSSI in social sciences should be taken up by
NASSDOC, while the IGNCA may take up a project for the completion
of the union catalogue of serials on arts and culture.
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4. DELNET may employ person(s) with library science background
to run its own courier service. Such person(s) may have appropriate
vehicle(s) to render efficient service.
5. The participating libraries should provide on-the-spot xerox
facility on payment at the institutional rate to the borrowing libraries that
are willing to avail of such facilities.
6. The dial-up link of DELNET needs to be stabilised.
7. In addition to the sharing of documentary resources like books
and journals, it was felt that the libraries having CD-ROM databases
should allow services to other DELNET participating libraries at a
nominal charge. A union list of compact discs in DELNET participating
libraries may be undertaken to facilitate mutual co-operation.
8. Information on collection specialities of DELNET participating
libraries should be incorporated in the directory of contact persons already
prepared by DELNET.
Although we agree with the recommendations of the Committee,
especially with regard to the availability of DELNET's own courier,
keeping in view the limitation of funds, DELNET is unable to have its own
courier at this stage. However, in the meantime we will try to locate a
proper courier who will provide reliable service to the members of
DELNET.
With the rapid pace of progressive technology and its application by
some of the libraries in Delhi, we hope to make use of other forms of
document delivery systems also in the near future. We hope that the
libraries will use the fax, especially when the number of pages to be
transferred is less or make use of E-mail if the documents are available in
the machine readable form. We also notice that the photocopying
transactions between the member libraries are increasing day by day and
we hope that the libraries will make reciprocal arrangements for making
payments.
Access to International Databases
DELNET has access to international databases through DIALOG
but as it is expensive, it is not being used effectively. Nevertheless,
DELNET is making the services available to the member libraries who
wish to have access to international databases at the cost price. They are
welcome to do so.
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Directory of Libraries
DELNET has created a small directory of DELNET libraries who
need to be contacted for inter-library loan, rationalisation of periodicals,
E-mail, database creation^andardisation of records, etc. Slowly, we hope
that as DELNET membership grows this 'directory will also grow and be
updated from time to time. This directory will remain available online for
users who want to have access to information on DELNET.
NUCSSI Database
DELNET has approached NISSAT for providing NUCSSI Database
to it so that DELNET members can have online access to it, We are sure
that DELNET libraries will find this! database most; useful forlbcating
scientific serials available in the libraries in India.
Union List of Current Serials in DELNET Libraries
DELNET had created the Union List of Current Serials1 available in
Delhi Libraries through the support of NISSAT and with the active
cooperation of the Jawaharlal Nehru University Library. This database is
going to be updated and made available online to DELNET users. This
work will start from April 1994 and we hope that it will be completed
within a few months time. We will eventually convert this list into a
Union Catalogue of Serials Available in Delhi libraries and hope that this
will be possible within a few years from now.
Network Topology
In the feasibility report of DELNEt:p^uce4;' : 'l>y|'"0^|C,Md.,
DELNET was expected to make use of circuit switching facility so that a
user library could be connected to another libriary in, order toaccess its
data. It was planned that all the queries originating from one library would
be sent in a batch mode to the other library. And also, the response from
each of these libraries would go back in a batch mode form.
DELNET looked into this topology and felt that in the present
circumstances, hardware and software facilities have further improved
since 1989 when the feasibility report was first prepared. < It was decided
to create the union catalogue at one central point with more telephone
lines so that many libraries could access the data simultaneously.
Software
DELNET has been waiting for a suitable software for networking
of libraries and preparation of the union catalogue of books. There were
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few options open to us. One was that NISSAT could give usMAITRAYEE
but it did not possess the facility for the creation, of the union catalogue
of books^ We also had to ensure that it was reasonably priced so that it
was within the budget of participating libraries . .
The: second option with us was the availability of library software
package through NIG. This possibility is still open and it is likely that
some suitable software may soon be made available by NIC.
The third option with DELNET had been to let a commercial
software agency take over the promotion and development of a good
library software package which was. also cheaper and effective and which
had the capacity to develop a union catalogue of books. DELNET got into
an arrangement with Frontier Information Technologies Pvt. Ltd., Hyderabad to get their LIBRIS software upgraded to suit the needs of DELNET.
Frontier Information Technologies has already provided two versions of
LIBRIS to us and they have just come out with the third version of LIBRIS
with union catalogue facility for books. Though certain aspects of the
software are being further improved, its union catalogue package has been
found quite suitable.
Given the above limitations, DELNET has already started the development of the union catalogue of books and merging of the records of
books of the participating libraries using LIBRIS. However, DELNET has
an open approach towards the upgradation and adoption of other softwares for networking purposes.
National Workshop on Library Network Services
The National Workshop on Library Network Services was organised
by DELNET in collaboration with the Documentation Research and
Training Centre (DRTC), Bangalore. It was inaugurated by Dr. N.
Seshagiri, Director-General, N I C , New Delhi and Special Secretary,
Planning Commission, Government of India, New Delhi. Dr. Kapila
Vatsyayan, Academic Director, IGNCA presided over the inaugural
function. The workshop was attended by fifteen librarians, teachers of
library science, information specialists and professionals. It was entirely
service-oriented. Dr. N. Seshagiri, inaugrating the workshop said that
NIC was offering NICMAIL and NIC databases for nation-wide use to
libraries and information centres. NIC provided faster access to information
which was needed by. the public, specialists and professionals. He said
that in order to spread the message of networking among libraries, it was
important to have constant interaction between.the librarians, information
and network specialists arid .communication experts. NIC, he said,, was
rea4y to offer its infrastructural facilities for such activities. Dr. Seshagiri
added that resources available with the libraries in Delhi needed to be used
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by the users and there was the need for spreading the importance of
healthy diaglogue between the users and DELNET. He was happy that
librarians were ready to transmit the vast information available with
them through library networks.
The workshop programme consisted of a few lectures, which were
network programme oriented. It provided hands-on experience to the
participants. It principally focussed on the newly developed LIBRIS
software on "Union Catalogue of Books". The interaction in actual project
work lead to many innovations aiming at an integrated networking
software. The workshop also discussed the Acquisition Control Module,
Serials Control Module and Circulation Module for practice and discussion. The participants critically analysed and discussed the various issues
significant to database creation and various other activities. The workshop
highlighted the network management problems, focussed on Network
User Services, Bibliographic Retrieval Format, Online Information Access
and CD-ROM Access Workstation. The discussions generated in library
networking highlighted the problems in physical document delivery,
problems in networking, using modern facility for process of information
accessed through E-mail and Fax. The discussion later stressed that
cooperation behaviour has to be built through professional librarians and
semi-professional workers.
The access ultimately lied in the technology work with cooperation
from human chain in the field. The workshop concluded on 25 February
1994 with an analysis of the work to be done in future towards DELNET
and inter-city networks. The participants to the workshop were from
Delhi as well as from Nagpur, Shimla, and Bombay. The resource persons
were from the institutions around Delhi, and included Dr. Massil from
the University of London who participated in the programme as a
resource person. We are grateful to the British Council Division for
arranging his visit and participation in the workshop. He identified
several critical issues in library networking in Britain. Mr. H K Kaul,
Director, DELNET and Prof. M A Gopinath, Head, Documentation
Research and Training Centre, Indian Statistical Institute, Bangalore were
the Coordinators of the workshop.
On-line Union Catalogue of Books
Dr. Kapila Vatsyayan, inaugurating the on-line union catalogue of
books said that the information structure available through databases and
electronic media should be amenable for interaction in multi-media
environment. She said that information contained in the documents and
in other media is exposed to a variety of influences, cultures and knowledge. If we could not respond to the varying needs of seekers, the meaning
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of the data presented would not be useful. She called for the library
profession to provide appropriate descriptors and subject headings
which were understandable to users and really linked them to
appropriate information sources.
Lectures
Prof. Gary Marchionini, Assistant Professor at the University of
Marylan delivered a talk on information seeking in electronic environments with implications for library and information science education at
the India Internaitonal Centre. Shri M K R Naidu presided. Prof.
Marchionini said that information technology was offering incredible
opportunities: "People trained in information science could now think of
going beyond libraries to other kinds of organisations to take advantage
of their skills and knowledge. On the other hand its challenges are no less
threatening. The library schools are closing in the USA and elsewhere.
People from other fields who perhaps have some technical expertise but
really do not understand the principles of managing large systems of
information are intruding into the library field. Their taking over the field
is certainly going to threaten the employment opportunities in the profession. But more than that it is the many hundred years of experience
developed in the field of library science that is running the risk of being
lost."
Regarding the role of computer specialists he commented that the
people who were creating and selling systems only to manage well
defined data were not going to solve the kind of problems, or provide the
information that libraries had traditionally been providing, because a
simple database management system that retrieved well defined fielded
information and answered questions was very different.
Being himself an authority on 'information seeking in electronic
environment' Prof. Marchionini disclosed that the trick to understand
a system was to find out what users needed first. "So begin with users first
and then the system and not the other way round. That essentially is the
problem of having some one who is trained as a technologist to come in
and work in a library. They think from the systems point of view."
He also said that people wanted primary information and electronics
was beginning to bring it just as easily to the desk tops as it had brought
the bibliographic information. That was one of our big challenges - to help
people deal with secondary, primary and tertiary information.
Focussing the latter part of his talk on electronic environment and
its after effects, Prof. Marchionini spelled out how the field of library and
information science was going to shape in the future. More information
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was being created as a result of computers and information technology.
Information was now available remotely, transcending space through
telecommunication systems. It was also transcending time and offered
instant access. There was no need to wait for years for the paper to appear
in a journal. Electronic environment allowed us to use alternative media
where graphics and videos could be mixed with the text. He said that
media invasion was taking place.
He added that the effects of the new environment were: users
themselves seeking information; boundaries between different kinds of
information were blurring; our expectations were changing; new types
of queries, instant access, full-text search, high precisionetc. were being
made available; the whole concept of browsing was in for revision - people
liked browsing and were provided new browsing tools. On the whole
with the advent of technology we were doing better. '
Prof. Marchionini felt that the implications were that library practitioners needed to leam more now about data structures/database organisation and placed less emphasis on learning AACR rules, as, in the new
environment they remain only as secondary tools.
He concluded by adding that teaching of cataloguing had got to
change, and so had the teaching of bibliographic access. Multimedia
needed to be integrated. The notion of collection development had to
change. 'Ownership Model' which so long had been the basis for
provision of information had to be replaced by'Access Model'. More
evaluations of the collections were needed to be undertaken with aview
to appreciate the relevance of information life cycle.
DELNET Newsletter
DELNET started the gublication of a newsletter, entitled DELNET
NEWSLETTER, in order to spread the message and increase the awareness about library networking in India. Through this newsletter we hope
to communicate to the librarians, information and network specialists and
communication experts, periodically the progress DELNET is making. It
also aims to provide a forum for communication on the advances,
achievements and needs of the libraries and their services. The first issue
was released in January''94.
Building for DELNET
We had approached JNU for providing land in its campus for. the
construction of a suitable building,for DELNET. We are happy:, to note that
the Executive Council of the .University approved the allotment.of one
acre of land in its "Mini Campus" for the construction of the DELNET
14

building. This would not have been possible without the vision of Prof.
YK Alagh, Vice-Chancellor of the Jawaharlal Nehru University who took
keen interest in this project and arranged the allotment of land for
DELNET. We are indeed grateful to him for the efforts made by him.
Following is the extract of the decision of the Executive Council:
"Resolved, keeping in view the offer of DELNET to provide its databases free of charge for the bonafide use of
JNU Library/Schools/Centres, faculty, staff and students, to allot, as a very special case, one acre of land to
Delhi Library Network (DELNET) on JNU Campus at a
place across academic complex in "Mini Campus" which
has been identified by the Engineering Branch in consultation with the Architect, on such terms and conditions
as may be mutually agreed upon".
Recognition of Scientific and Industrial Research Organisations
We are glad to note that the Council of Scientific and Industrial
Research, Government of India has approved DELNET as a Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisation. This status will remain valid upto 31st
March, 1995. We hope that with this we will be able to import the
necessary equipment without duty and also, it will enable us to get
income tax exemption under Section 35 of the Sole Income Tax Act.
Finances
DELNET was registered as a society in July 1992. During the year
ending 31st March 1993, DELNET had received no admission fee and
membership fee. The projects started from April 1991 were taken as the
projects of the India International Centre and remained so untill they were
completed. However, we had a balance of Rs. 91,453=00 in our savings
account on 31st March 1993 which came mostly as a result of advance
against membership fee and admission fee for 1993-94 and advance from
NISSAT for a training programme.
Concluding Remarks
With the close of this financial year DELNET has emerged as a
promising metropolitan network in India on a sound footing. As we see
our policy of accomodating all types of libraries in the network and
incorporating all the disciplines in its orbit is paying dividends. Request
to join DELNET from the libraries reach us quite often. It is only those
libraries that fulfil our minimum requirements that are finally admitted.
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We hope that in the coming years almost all major libraries in Delhi would
have joined DELNET. The upgradation of E-Mail software is going to link
libraries with the rest of the world. Availability of NIC-MAIL is going to
further enhance their access to resources. It is to see how best they will
make use of these facilities. Nevertheless, we are sure, the use will
increase slowly.
The access to DELNET's on-line union catalogue is going to start a
new dialogue on a sound footing between the participating library
professionals and DELNET staff. This dialogue is going to result in the
creation of standard records.
Let me conclude by noting that in the promotion of DELNET I have
been receiving full support and guidance from Dr. A Lahiri, Joint Advisor,
NISSAT, Dr. N Seshagiri, Director-General, NIC and Dr. Vijayaditya,
Deputy Director-General, NIC. We are grateful to Mr. N Vittal, Chairman, Telecom Commission for his guidance and for providing three
telephone connections to DELNET for immediate use.
India International Centre has played a major role in the promotion
of DELNET. I have been receiving guidance from Dr. Karan Singh,
President, Dr. Kapila Vatsyayan, Vice-President, Mr. A Madhavan, Director and Mr. N H Ramachandran, Secretary of the Centre. I am indeed
grateful to them. The staff of IIC Library have also been helping from time
to time. I am indeed thankful to them. As a token of appreciation,
DELNET is automating the library facilities of the Centre. These facilities
are also going to help DELNET in assessing the quality of its services. In
making DELNET operation successful, I would like to put on record the
help being given by Mrs. A Vijaya Murthy and Mr. Akhtar Parvez and the
hard work done by Mr. Dawood Ahmed, Mr. Ajay Singh, Ms. Manju. Bala,
Mr. Anjan Nath, Mr. Prabhas C. Singh and Ms. Uma. We are sure that all
of us are laying the foundations of a library network that will continue to
flourish through its services to the scholars and information seekers.

H.K. Kaul
Director

31 March 1994
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Appendix I
STATUS OF BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATABASES IN DELHI LIBRARIES
Institute

Software/
Format

AHMS

Details of the
records created
2,500 *
1,000 **

BIS

11,500 **
3,50,000 ***

CRRI

CDS/ISIS

CSIR

CDS/ISIS
dbase III
Own format

CSL

CDS/ISIS

CPR

800 **
25,000 *
1,100 **
11,000 ***
6,000 *
1,200 **
5,000 *
3,000 **

DDML

CDS/ISIS
CCF

3,500 *

DESIDOC

CDS/ISIS
CCF

56,000 *

DOE

LIBSYS

DRDO LABS

CDS/ISIS

15,000 *

DST

CDS/ISIS
CCF

. 12,500 *
3,500 **
1,000 ****

IARI

CDS/ISIS
CCF

12,000 *

IDSA

CDS/ISIS
CCF

6,000 *
4,000 **

IEL

CDS/ISIS
FOXBASE

42,802 ****

IGNCA

dbase
LC-MARC
CDS/ISIS

50,000 *

IGNQU
IIC

CDS/ISIS
CCF
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7,000 *

24,000 *
18,000 *

was being created as a result of computers and information technology.
Information was now available remotely, transcending space through
telecommunication systems. It was also transcending time and offered
instant access. There was no need to wait for years for the paper to appear
in a journal. Electronic environment allowed us to use alternative media
where graphics and videos could be mixed with the text. He said that
media invasion was taking place.
He added that the effects of the new environment were: users
themselves seeking information; boundaries between different kinds of
information were blurring; our expectations were changing; new types
of queries, instant access, full-text search, highi precision etc. were being
made available; the whole concept of browsing was in for revision - people
liked browsing and were provided new browsing tools. On the whole
with the advent of technology we were doing better.
Prof. Marchionini felt that the implications were that library practitioners needed to learn more now about data structures, database organisation and placed less emphasis on learning AACR rules, as, in the new
environment they remain only as secondary tools.
He concluded by adding that teaching of cataloguing had got to
change, and so had the teaching of bibliographic access. Multimedia
needed to be integrated. The notion of collection development had to
change. 'Ownership Model' which so long had been the basis for
provision of information had to be replaced by 'Access Model'. More
evaluations of the collections were needed to be undertaken with a view
to appreciate the relevance of information life cycle.
DELNET Newsletter
DELNET started the publication of a newsletter, entitled DELNET
NEWSLETTER, in order to spread the message and increase the awareness about library networking in India. Through this newsletter we hope
to communicate to the librarians, information and network specialists and
communication experts, periodically the progress DELNET is making. It
also aims to provide a forum for communication on the advances,
achievements and needs of the libraries and their services. The first issue
was released in January'94. ;
Building for DELNET
We had approached JNU for providing land in its campus for the
construction of a suitable building for DELNET. We are happy,tonote that
the Executive Council of the University approved the allotment,of one
acre of land in its "Mini Campus" for the construction of the DELNET
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building. This would not have been possible without the vision of Prof.
Y K Alagh, Vice-Chancellor of the Jawaharlal Nehru University who took
keen interest in this project and arranged the allotment of land for
DELNET. We are indeed grateful to him for the efforts made by him.
Following is the extract of the decision of the Executive Council:
"Resolved, keeping in view the offer of DELNET to provide its databases free of charge for the bonafide use of
JNU Library/Schools/Centres, faculty, staff and students, to allot, as a very special case, one acre of land to
Delhi Library Network (DELNET) on JNU Campus at a
place across academic complex in "Mini Campus" which
has been identified by the Engineering Branch in consultation with the Architect, on such terms and conditions
as may be mutually agreed upon".
Recognition of Scientific and Industrial Research Organisations
We are glad to note that the Council of Scientific and Industrial
Research, Government of India has approved DELNET as a Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisation. This status will remain valid upto 31st
March, 1995. We hope that with this we will be able to import the
necessary equipment without duty and also, it will enable us to get
income tax exemption under Section 35 of the Sole Income Tax Act.
Finances
DELNET was registered as a society in July 1992. During the year
ending 31st March 1993, DELNET had received no admission fee and
membership fee. The projects started from April 1991 were taken as the
projects of the India International Centre and remained so untill they were
completed. However, we had a balance of Rs. 91,453=00 in our savings
account on 31st March 1993 which came mostly as a result of advance
against membership fee and admission fee for 1993-94 and advance from
NISSAT for a training programme.
Concluding Remarks
With the close of this financial year DELNET has emerged as a
promising metropolitan network in India on a sound footing. As we see
our policy of accomodating all types of libraries in the network and
incorporating all the disciplines in its orbit is paying dividends. Request
to join DELNET from the libraries reach us quite often. It is only those
libraries that fulfil our minimum requirements that are finally admitted.
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